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Let (A : S) be the A-closure of a set S of nonnegative integers where A is a finite set of affine 
functions each one defined on the integers. Suppose every element of A has the form 
a(x) = mex+ a defined for all x with e - 1, a, m - 2 fixed nonnegative integers where only e and 
a depend on a. That is, every element of A has a multiplier which is a power of one and the same 
number m. A set S of positive integers is said to be an m-recognizable set just when the m-at-y 
strings representing elements of S are recognized by some finite automaton. Also, suppose S is 
an m-recognizable set. Then (A : S) is also m-recognizable. Roughly speaking, this means that 
if S has a certain kind of simple description in terms of the base-m strings which represent 
elements of S, then a similar description can be found for the A-closure of S. 
Main results 
Let A = {(x1, . . . , a!k} be a set of k distinct affine functions where ai is defined for 
all numbers x by ai (x) = meix + ai and ei - 1, Oi, m - 2 are nonnegative integers for 
i=l ,...,k. Let - S be a set of nonnegative integers, and let (A : S) be the A-closure 
of S; that is, (A : S) is the smallest set (in the sense of set inclusion) which contains 
S and is closed under all a E A. We are going to show that (A : S) can be described 
in an elegant way if the elements of the set are viewed as m-ary strings. 
Every integer has a unique representation i  base m. We provide some details 
about this to establish some notation. Suppose JYI is a positive integer and let 
h = Llog,pj . Then there exist unique elements po, . . . ,ph E (0, 1, . . . , m - 1) with 
p&O such that P=&,i?Ih+ l ** +plm+po. We write [p] =ph”‘plpO for the unique 
m-ary string which corresponds top in base m. (Since m is fixed it is not necessary 
to include m in this notation, but more properly, we might have written [plm in- 
stead of [p].) Also, the empty s+ring /1 is used to represent 0. Finally, 
[S] = {[p]: p E S} is defined to be the set of m-ary strings corresponding to the 
elements of a set of integers S. 
Pt turns out that (A : S) can be described in terms of S and certain m-recognizable 
sets; these sets are languages accepted by finite automata. roft and Dllman 
[4] or Eilenberg [3] an introduction to t 
about this anyway. fly, a set of integers 
the set of m-ary strings [S] is the language of a finite aut 
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to describe the language of a finite automaton (called a regular set or rational set) 
is via regular (or rational) expressions. Before going on to explain what these are, _ 
we should say something about the notation for languages in general. Let D be a 
finite set called an alphabet. (In our discussion this will just be the m-ary digits 
D=(O, l,..., m - 1 }.) Also, for each positive integer t, let D’ be the set of t-letter 
words over ‘0. Let /i be the O-letter word over D (variously called the null word, 
the empty word, the empty string, etc.), and put Do = {A}. The set of all words 
over Dis D*=D’UD’U-0.. Words X, y ED * can be concatznated to form a new 
word xy. In the case of the empty word we have Aw = WA = w for all w E D *. The 
concatenation of two sets of words, say V, Gvc D, is defined 
VW={uw: UE v, WE W}. 
The h-fold concatenation of a set of words IYE D * can be defined inductively 
by IV’= IV, and I@+*= WI@ for h-1,2,.... Also, put wO={ll} for all 
PVC D? The closure of W with respect o concatenation is defined to be 
w*= WOU W’U l **_ 
Getting back to rational sets, it can be shown that if L, Li , L2 C D * are rational, 
then L1 U L2: L1 Lz, and L* are also rational. It turns out that one can begin with 
certain “atomic” rational sets and build up all other rational sets from these using 
three basic operations for combining languages, that is, union, concatenation, and 
closure under concatenation. The atomic rational anguages are: The empty set 0, 
and for each d E D, the set (d) consisting of the single one-letter word d. A rational 
expression is just a notation which tells us how to form a rational set from the 
atomic rational sets. One usually uses boldface d as the rational expression for the 
atomic rational set {d} ; we use 0 as a rational expression and as a set. The union, 
concatenation, and closure under concatenation of rational expressions E, E,, Ez 
is written El U Ez, El E2 and E* respectively. 
It is traditional to write El + E2 for the union of two rational expressions, but we 
want to combine sets of integers arithmetically also, and the addition symbol will 
be used for this. For example, if S and T are sets of integers, then 
SxT={sxt:sM, teT) 
is a set of products while 
S+T={s+t:sES, tET) 
is a set of sums. If S or T is a set with just one element, we drop the set-brackets 
in such expressions and write, for example, 3x S+ 2 instead of { 3) X S + { 2). 
We will need a theory for solving a special kind of linear system of equations in- 
volving regular expressions. The very thing required is provided by Salomaa [lo, 
Sections 1.3 and 3.21. For convenience we distill what is needed from Salomaa’s 
presentation and state it here without proof. 
be a finite alphabet, let n be a natural number, and for i, j = 1, . . . , n, let 
LI, and L, be lan uages over D with A@ L,. Consider the following system in 
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unknown languages Y,, . . . , Yn: 
Y* =L* u YlL,l u l ** u Y,LI,, 
(1) 
r,=L,U Y,L,, u l ** u Y”L,,. 
There is a unique solution for this system, and each language Y,, . . . , Yn can be 
represented by a regular expression over D and the languages Li, L, for 
i, j= l,..., n. One way to compute these regular expressions is to use Arden’s lemma 
[2] combined with “elimination”. Arden’s lemma asserts that if Y= L U YM where 
L and M are languages and /1 GM, then there is a unique solution Y = LM*. One 
can obtain a regular expression for Y, (and therefore any other Y;:) in system (1) by 
using elimination. Start with the last equation in (1) and use Arden’s lemma to get 
an expression for Yn: 
r,=L,L,*,U YlL,,L,*,U l .* u Y,_,L&L,*,. (2) 
NOW one substitutes this expression for Yn into the first n - 1 equations of system 
(l), and after some obvious manipulation one obtains a new system involving 
Yl Y 9***9 n-r- It is easy to check that the new coefficients of Y,, . . . , Yn _ 1 are 
languages which do not contain the empty word, so the new system has the same 
form as the old system, but there is one less variable. After eliminating Y,, 
Y n _ I, . . . in turn, one is left with a regular expression for Yr , namely, Y, = LM* 
where L, M are regular expressions in the languages Li and Lti for i, j = 1, . . . , n. If 
Li and Lo for i, j= 1, . . . . n are rational languages, then Y,, . . . , Yn are all rational 
and we have regular expressions for these languages in terms of the regular expres- 
sions for the languages Li, Lij for i, j = 1, . . . , n. 
Using all these notations and concepts, our main result can be summarized as 
follows: 
Theorem 1. Let m - 1 be a positive integer and put D = (0, 1,. . . , m - 11. Let k be 
a positive integer, let al, . . . , ak9 el - 1, . . . , ek - 1 be nonnegative integers uch that 
q(x)=me’X+al, . . . , ak(x)=mekx+ak 
are distinct affine functions defined for all integers x. Put A = {a,, . . . , ak >, let S be 
a set of positive integers, and let (A : S) be the A-closure of S. Let r = 0 if aI = 
..* =a k = 0; otherwise, define 
Qi- 1 
r = max 
Irisk m”- 1 ’ 
Then :here exist rational expressions EO, . . . , 
putable) such that 
(which are effectively com- 
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Pro05 First, note that by definition of (A : S) we have 
(A:S)=S”; CXj(kS). 
i=l 
(4) 
Next, we can view the affine function ar(x) = mex+ Q define1 for all integers x as a 
function defined on m-ary strings [x] by writing 
a’[X] = [a(X)] = [X+ LQ/vpl’J]O,(Q) 
where a,(a) is the e-letter suffix of [a]. Of course, if [a] has fewer than e letters, 
a,(a) has to have exactly e letters, so O,(a) will have an appropriate string of zeros 
as a prefix. For example, in the binary case we have [3] = 11, and ~~(3) =0011. For 
an example of an affine function converted to a string function, consider a(x) = 
4x+ 13 with m = 2. In this case, a’[~] = [Q(X)] = [x+ 3101. 
Now we can convert (4) to a statement about m-ary strings to get 
[(A 1 S)] = [S] U 6 [(A : S) + LO~/t?leiJ]Oei(O~)a (9 
i=O 
In fact, we can add any nonnegative integer h to both sides in (5) and convert he 
resulting equality to its m-ary form to get 
[<./I :S) +h]=[S+h]U fJ [(A :S) + t(ai+h)/meiJ]o,(ai+h). (6) 
i=O 
Note that if 05 h 5 r where r = maxo5i<k (Qi - l)/(mei- l), then it can be verified 
that 
05 L(q+/z)/meiJ sr for i= l,...,k. 
Hence, we can use (6) to get r + 1 equations involving the r+ 1 “variables’” 
[(A:S)+h],h=O, 1 , . . . , r. Now we can use the elimination algorithm to solve this 
system for the variable [(A : S)] in terms of [S], [S+ 11, .. . , [S+ r] and certain ra- 
tional expressions over D. q 
Now we give a simple example of an application of Theorem 1. The notation is 
consistent with that used in the theorem and its proof. Suppose m = k = 3, and let 
a*(x) = 3X, cY#) = 3x+ 1, a,,(x)=3x+4 
be affine functions defined for all integers x. Also, let S be a set of nonnegative in- 
tegers, and consider the A-closure of S with A = {al, a2, cy3}. Put 
X$=#kS)+j] for j==O, 1
since in this example r = L(4 -_ 1)/(3 - 1)J = 1. X0 is a regular expression for the set 
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of elements of (A : S) represented byternary strings. The system we have to solve is 
x0= [S] UX,( 
x,=[s+1]ux~(lu2)ux~2. 
(7) 
First, we use the second equation to solve for Xi getting 
xi = [S+ 1]2*uXo(f u2p2*. (8) 
Now we substitute this expression for Xi into the first equation in the system to get 
x,=[s]u[s+1]2*1ux,(ou1u(1u2)2*1). (9) 
Now we use (9) to solve for X0 getting 
X()=([S] u [S+ 1]2*1)(ou2”1)*= [(A :S)j. 
(We used the fact that (0 U 1 U (1 U 2)2*1)*= (0 U 2*1)* which represents he set of 
all ternary strings in which every block of consecutive 2’s is followed with a 1.) 
The form of [(A : S)] given by Theorem 1 involves the translates of S in the sets 
WI, [s+ 11, l -• 9 [S+ r]. This raises the question of whether S+ 1, . . . , S+ r are all m- 
recognizable if S is m-recognizable. If so, we have the following. 
Theorem 2. Let A be a set of affine functions as given in Theorem 1. If S is an m- 
recognizable set (in pcrrticular, if S is finite), then (A : S) is also m-recognizable. 
As we remarked, this only depends on the following theorem. (Actually this 
theorem and related topics are presented in Farid Alizadeh’s master’s thesis [l]. He 
gives a better automaton than the age described here.) 
Theorem 3. Let S be an m-recognizable s t. Then S+ h is m-recognkabie for al& 
positive integers h. 
Proof. Let M= (V, F, s, D, 6) be the finite automaton which accepts [S]. That is, 
I;/ is the finite set of states9 FE V is the set of accepting states, s is the start state, 
D= (0, l,..., m - 1) is the input alphabet, and 6: Vx D+ I/ is the next-state func- 
tion. We are going to construct a machine which accepts [S+ l] (so S+ 1 is m- 
recognizable) and the theorem follows by an easy induction on h. Now we describe 
the new machine which is nondeterministic. Let o’ be a new state corresponding to
each o E V and let V’= { 0’: o E V}. Also, let t be a new state (not in Vor V’) which 
is to be the start in the new machine. The new machine M’ has state set {t} U VU V’ 
with accepting states F’= { 0’: w E F}, The transitions in M’ are as follows: There are 
just two transitions out of the start state t; a A-transition from t to s (the old start 
state), and a l-transition from t to s’. The transition between e!ements of Vare just 
as they were in here are only ~tr~nsitions between element5 of ‘; add a 
O-transition irom u’ to u’ in V’ if and only if there is an (m - I)-transition from u 
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to v in V. The remaining transitions in M’ go from elements in V to elements 
V’; add a (d+ 1 j-transition from u to v’ if and only if there is a d-transition 
from u to v where u,v E V and d# m - 1. Now it is easy to prove that a string 
d, . ..d@ - I#* rC C J with di*m - 1 and i- 1, j nonnegative integers is accepted by 
M if and only if dt l . . (di+ 1)Oj is accepted by Mr. Also, (m - l)k [S] with j a non- 
negative integer is accepted by M if and only if 1Oi is accepted by M’. This com- 
pletes the proof. Cl 
Let S be the set of positive integers n such that the ternary representation f n 
has an even number of digits equal to 1. The automaton shown in Fig. l(a) has [S] 
as its language. The automaton shown in Fig. l(b) accepts [S+ l] and it illustrates 
the construction given in the proof of Theorem 3. 
a' v 
0 
0 
Fig. 1. 
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a&ground 
Sets of integers closed under a given set A of affine functions were introduced 
in [S] (See [S, Section 21 in particular.) Right at the start, examples showed that these 
sets could have simple or complex arithmetic structures. For example, the closure 
of { 1) under the functions 
a(x)=2x+ 1, &x)=2x+7 
(defined for all integers X) is just the union of the two arithmetic progressions 1 + 6N 
and 3 + 6N. (This fact plays a role in the proof of the existence of Steiner triple 
systems.) On the other hand, the closure of { 1) under the functions 
a(x)=2x+ 1, /3(x)=3x+ 1, &)=6x+ 1 
(defined for all integers X) seems to have no discernible form at all. Paul Erdos 
showed that this set does not contain LA infinite arithmetic progression. In fact, he 
showed much more; namely, that the density of (CT, fl, y : 1) is zero. The density 
6(S) of a set S of positive integers is defined 
G(S)=liminf1~Sn{1,2...,n}l. 
n-00 n W) 
Erdiis’ theorem [5] concerning the A-closure oi _& finite set of positive integers, 
where A is a (possibly infinite) set of affine functions, can be stated as follows. Let 
A = {q: i E I} (with I a finite or infinite index set) be a set of affine functions; that 
is, for each i E I there exist nonnegative integers mi - 1, aj such that ai (x) = mix + ai 
for all integers x. Now define the Erdlis measure E(A) by setting 
E(A)= c L. 
iel mi 
(12) 
Erdos theorem is that if E(A)< 1, then (A : S) has density 0 for all finite sets S 
(where S is a set of positive integers). 
The trouble with the Erdiis measure isthat it does not take into account he rela- 
tions which might exist in the semigroup generated by A under composition of func- 
tions. For example, if a, p, ‘y are defined to be 
a(x) = 2x, P(x) = 3% y(x) = t@(x) = 6x 
for all integers x, then (a, b, y : S) = (a, /I: S) for all S. But E(a, rQ, y) = 1, while 
E(cY, p)=+. This weakness was first noted by Crampin and ilton 161 who solved 
an Erdiis prize problem: 
Let a(x) = 2~ + 1, p(x) = 3x + 1, y(x) = 6x + 1 be affine functions defined 
for all integers x, and let A = (a, j?, y > . oes the set (A : 1) have 
positive density? 
Crampin and Hilton used the relation c@(x) = JJ/Y(X) = 12x+ 7 with Erd&’ density 
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theorem t 1 conclude that 6(A : S) = 0 for all finite sets S. A generalization of the 
Crampin-Hilton result is given in [6]. Furthermore, the question of discovering rela- 
tions in (fl), the semigroup generated by /l under composition of functions is 
discussed in [7]. Here one begins to see the connection with rational sets. 
If A has the special form discussed in the first section of this paper, an algorithm 
exists to settle whether (A : S) has positive density; see [8], and to see how this is 
done using automata theory, see [9]. Finally, we observe that one can determine if 
a rational set has O-density provided one has a rational expression for the set or its 
automaton. We will save this topic for a survey paper on this subject. 
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